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Abstract: Introduction: Vestibular schwannoma (VS) is an extra-axial, benign tumor mostly located in the cerebellopon-
tine angle. The goal of VS surgery is gross total resection of the tumor along with preservation of the cranial
nerves’ function. Intraoperative nerve monitoring is mainly rewarding in VS surgery.
Methods: This Cohort study was done retrospectively and prospectively from 2011-2021. Patients were divided
into two groups; group one (n=19) underwent resection of the tumor with intraoperative neuromonitoring and
group two underwent resection of the tumor without neuromonitoring based on patients’ ability to economi-
cally afford neuromonitoring. In the neuromonitoring group, Somatosensory Evoked Potential (SSEP) was eval-
uated and recorded throughout the whole surgery. Motor Evoked Potential (MEP) was recorded at regular inter-
vals as well. We compared tumor size, hemorrhage volume during surgery, length of surgery, and facial nerve
preservation (HB score), with one-year follow-up.
Results: Facial nerve (FN) anatomical preservation rates were 100% and 75% in the neuromonitoring and con-
trol groups, respectively. The Gross Total Resection (GTR) rate in group one was 78.9%. The Subtotal Resection
(STR) and Partial Resection (PR) rates in procedures without neuromonitoring were 50.0% and 12.5%, respec-
tively. The House-Brackman (HB) level was good in all patients in group one, while 68.8% of patients in the
control group had poor HB.
Conclusions: Intraoperative Neuromonitoring (IONM) in VS surgery helps increase anatomical nerve preserva-
tion rate and FN outcome. The coordination of a anatomically trained neurophysiologist along with real-time
video-assisted nerve monitoring avoids and lowers any delay in nerve recognition.
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1. Introduction

Vestibular schwannoma or the acoustic neuroma is an extra-

axial, benign tumor that is mostly located in the cerebello-

pontine angle, near the internal auditory canal (1). The goal

of vestibular schwannoma surgery is to perform gross total

resection of the tumor while we consider preservation of the
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Cranial Nerve VII (CN VII) and CN VIII function since these

have a direct effect on patients’ quality of life (2). In larger

tumors, the facial nerve (FN) function preservation is diffi-

cult and is the goal of microsurgery (3), however, subtotal or

near total resection is reported to have the better outcome

in larger tumors (4). Since mortality is no longer a major

concern in VS, neurosurgeons focus on reaching better out-

comes or FN function (5). Recently, after the introduction of

intraoperative neuromonitoring and after finding its place in

microsurgeries, few studies have been done on intraopera-

tive neuromonitoring for FN function evaluation during op-

eration which eases accomplishment of the aim of surgery

(6,7), i.e., gross total resection and FN function preservation
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rate, which has been increased after entry of neuromoni-

toring to VS surgery field and after that, it is reported that

IONM should be used routinely to preserve nerve function

(2). Achieving gross total resection and FN function preser-

vation is more accessible in tumors with smaller size, how-

ever, for huge vestibular schwannomas, in addition to multi-

disciplinary cooperation, intraoperative nerve monitoring is

mainly rewarding (5). After the introduction of IONM, Elec-

tromyography (EMG) has been reported to be a great help

during tumor resection to save FN (8).

In this study, we report our experience of video-assisted in-

traoperative neuromonitoring on post-operation (Post-Op)

facial nerve palsy and FN function preservation in 35 patients

admitted to an Iranian tertiary neurological center.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design and patient selection

This study was conducted by the Declaration of Helsinki (as

revised in 2013). The study was approved by the Ethics Com-

mittee of Shohada Tajrish Hospital and the Shahid Beheshti

Medical University (SBMU) Ethics Committee with an ethics

code of (IR.SBMU.RETECH.REC.1401.684). Informed indi-

vidual consent was obtained from every patient who partici-

pated in this study. This study was a cohort study that evalu-

ated prospectively records from 2011-2021. All patients were

treated by the same operational team and a sole experienced

senior neurosurgeon who had been trained in this regard.

35 patients undergoing surgical VS resection were referred

to Shohada Tajrish Hospital from February 2011 to Decem-

ber 2021. They were divided into two groups based on the

fact that the cranial nerves were subjected to neuromonitor-

ing intra-operatively and regarding the ability to afford neu-

romonitoring, as in Iran due to economic issues, neuromoni-

toring can only be afforded by patients privately. To minimize

the surgeon’s skill, and decision-making bias and standardize

the method, we performed all the operations by a sole quali-

fied and skilled senior neurosurgeon.

2.2. Inclusion criteria

Patients diagnosed with acoustic neuroma on conven-

tional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) underwent pre-

operative audiometry for evaluation of a decrease in auditory

function.

2.3. Exclusion criteria

Patients were excluded from the study if they had no interest

in either participating in the study or pre-operative audiom-

etry, they had a history of re-operation, neurofibromatosis-

2 (NF-2), decrease in auditory function, either congenital

or in the non-humoral setting such as virus infection, etc.

Also, patients whose final pathology report was not vestibu-

lar schwannoma are excluded.

Patients were divided into two groups, group one with in-

traoperative neuromonitoring and group two without neu-

romonitoring. 19 patients underwent resection of the tumor

with FN intraoperative neuromonitoring under the supervi-

sion of a trained neurophysiologist. We compared tumor

size, hemorrhage volume during surgery, length of surgery,

and FN preservation (HB score) pre-op and post-op with

one-year follow-up (at baseline, 2 and 6 months, one year).

2.4. Anesthesia protocol

For anesthesia, induction Midazolam (1–2 mg), Etomidate

(0.15 mg/kg), and Sufentanil (0.3 µg/kg) were used (9). When

induction was achieved, the muscle relaxant use was termi-

nated. For maintenance, Remifentanil (0.2–0.4 µg/min), and

Propofol (2–5 mg/kg/h) were used. To monitor the depth of

the anesthesia during the surgery, the Bispectral Index (BIS)

was used. It was maintained between 40 and 60 (10).

Nerve monitoring protocols during vestibular schwannoma

surgery:

For nerve monitoring, we used constant neuromonitoring to

evaluate SSEP alterations and intermittent neuromonitoring

for places considering the size and proximity of the tumor to

the roots and nuclei of the involved cranial nerves, during

surgery and resection of direct adhesion to the paired sev-

enth nerves and the proximity of other caudal roots, con-

stant monitoring, and monitoring of the function of these

nerves through free-run EMG and the response of the in-

volved myotomes were needed. On the other hand, stimula-

tion of the bipolar nerve of each nerve and observation of the

response in the target myotome is recommended. This can

be done with various protocols considering tumor location.

Also, evaluation of paired fifth nerves complex by mastica-

tory muscles monitoring is included in some protocols. On

the other hand, the modern method of Auditory Evoked Po-

tential (AEP) to study the auditory evoked response to some

extent helps control the function of the elements of this nerve

and its value is in creating a permanent auditory evoked po-

tential (11).

2.5. Surgical technique

Patients were placed in the park bench position (3.4 people).

After placing the neuromonitoring stimulating electrodes in

the right place, checking the correct function of the device,

and recording the action potentials of the facial muscles, a

skin incision behind the ear was performed with the classical

retro sigmoid approach. Lateral suboccipital craniotomy is

done ipsilaterally. Surgical length and volume of hemorrhage

were calculated and recorded since the microscopic tumor

resection is started.

The tumor surface must be mapped by monopolar before

debulking to avoid superficial facial nerve injury, Since,
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Figure 1: Python diagram of all results which shows the neuromonitoring impact on facial paresis (HB score). * hmr: hemorrhage; it-size:

initial tumor size; resection: type of resection; duration: duration of operation; facial_p: facial paresis (Good HB score).

Table 1: Extent of tumor resection rate

With Neuromonitoring Without Neuromonitoring Good HB Poor HB
GTR 78.9 37.5 75.0 27.3
STR 21.1 50 20.8 63.6
PR 0.0 12.5 4.2 9.1
P value 0.036 0.014

Table 2: Group statistics of sample t-test for evaluation of the effect of the duration of operation on HB score

neuromonitoring N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
Duration yes 19 86.8947 14.23179 3.26500

no 16 124.5000 20.55562 5.13890

Monopolar is mainly used to first map the surface of the

tumor, and assess the nerve sheath and the surroundings

in greater scales. It works with greater stimulation voltage

(11). We preferred using bipolar to configure the tumor-

surrounded part of the facial nerve, especially in split facial

nerve cases. Bipolar is more specific than monopolar for

nerve distinction and also checking the motor part of the

nerve is working.

Although, we could not use bipolar for a long time because

it can cause heat and thermal injury. Few studies have been

done in this regard.

SSEP is evaluated and recorded throughout the whole

surgery. In case of any significant change in SSEP, MEP is also

recorded. MEP is recorded at regular intervals as well.
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Table 3: Sample t-test for evaluation of the effect of the duration of operation on HB score

Independent
Sam-
ples
Test

Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means
F Sig. t df Sig.

(2-tailed)
Mean Dif-

ference
Std. Error

Differ-
ence

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference
Lower Upper

Duration Equal variances
assumed

1.518 .227 -6.372 33 .000 -37.60526 5.90185 -49.61266 -
25.59786

Equal variances
not assumed

-6.177 26.021 .000 -37.60526 6.08839 -50.11965 -
25.09088

Table 4: Group statistics for evaluation of intraoperative neuromonitoring effects on HB score

Group Statistics
HB N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Duration 1.00 24 93.5000 19.24216 3.92779
2.00 11 127.1818 22.78955 6.87131

Table 5: Sample t-test for evaluation of intraoperative neuromonitoring effects on HB score

Independent
Sam-
ples
Test

Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means
F Sig. t df Sig.

(2-tailed)
Mean Dif-

ference
Std. Error

Differ-
ence

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference
Lower Upper

Duration Equal variances
assumed

.305 .584 -4.538 33 .000 -33.68182 7.42144 -48.78085 -
18.58279

Equal variances
not assumed

-4.256 16.822 .001 -33.68182 7.91470 -50.39385 -
16.96979

In this study, we benefit from the cooperation of a neuro-

physiologist with Cerebellopontine Angle (CPA) knowledge

and surgical site anatomy, brain stem and cranial nerve, and

their relationship with vestibular schwannoma (12,13).

Whilst, real-time access to the operation’s video via the mi-

croscope’s camera was provided.

If there were nerve stimulation recorded in constant neu-

romonitoring, the probability of nerve injury was evaluated

considering the following matters:

1. Comparison of tumor retraction/surgical manipulations

site with the probable anatomical location of facial nerve

through watching a real-time video of the surgery

2. Nerve stimulation of possible location of nerve injury by a

neuromonitoring probe to evaluate MEP.

In some cases, tumor dissection from the brain stem accom-

panies stimulation of cranial nerve nuclei. Discrimination

of the stimulation and nerve injury is not distinct-able nor-

mally. So, the surgeon verifies by MEP alteration (descending

pattern) and surgical anatomy and then decides on continu-

ing the surgery.

3. Results

In this study, 35 patients with vestibular schwannoma un-

derwent resection. Included 18 females and 17 males. The

mean age was 52.8 in this study. Patients were divided into

2 groups of cases (i.e., intraoperative facial nerve neuromon-

itoring applied): 19 patients, and control: 16 patients. We

compared the two groups with respect to sex, age, duration of

operation, initial tumor size, surgical resection, hemorrhage

volume, and facial nerve outcome regarding the intraopera-

tive neuromonitoring application. Facial nerve outcome is

assessed with the House-Brackmann grading system, which
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is well known, i.e., grade 1st HB is the best outcome, and the

6th grade is complete paralysis of the nerve. A good level HB

score is defined as 1, 2, and 3 while HB scores of 4 and 5 are

defined as poor.

In this study as affording neuromonitoring is dependent on

the patient and one’s financial status and the hospital cannot

afford to perform all the operations with neuromonitoring,

dividing patients into two groups were without bias and the

study was double-blinded.

3.1. Demographics

All demographic data were registered. The two groups were

not significant in the matter of sex and age. Demographics

had no significant effect on HB grading (Age P value 0.136,

Sex P value 0.088).

3.2. Initial tumor size

We provided a simple t test on initial tumor size and its effect

on house Brackmann grade for facial nerve outcome, which

was not significant. The initial mean tumor size in Group 1

was 33.5 (SD=8.50), and in Group 2, it was was 33.3 (SD=8.44,

P value 0.952).

3.3. Facial Nerve Anatomical preservation

We could perform anatomical preservation of facial nerves

in 31 patients. FN anatomical preservation rate in the neu-

romonitoring group was 100% and in the control group, it

was was 75%.

3.4. The extent of tumor resection

The surgery aimed to resect the whole tumor along with sav-

ing the facial nerve. So, the resection continued to the fa-

cial nerve sheath until the nerve capsule was safe. The ex-

tent of tumor resection was divided into 3 groups based on

the neurosurgeon’s judgment and the post-op MRI. GTR is

defined by the neurosurgeon intraoperatively or by the MRI

performed 1-3 months post-op which both MRIs revealed no

residual tumors. Subtotal resection, there is a small portion

of the tumor remaining, and the post-op MRI revealed a lit-

tle contrast-enhancing area. Partial resection is defined as

the situation when a large portion of the tumor could not

be resected8. The rate of GTR in patients operated on us-

ing neuromonitoring was 78.9%. The rate of STR and PR in

procedures without neuromonitoring was 50.0% and 12.5%

respectively. The P-value was 0.036 which was significant.

The GTR rate was 75.0% indicating a good level of House-

Brackman grading for facial paresis (grades 1, 2, and 3). STR

and PR rate in poor HB grade (4, 5) was 72.7% (for both??)

(P=0.014, Table 1).

3.5. Duration of operation

We used t test to evaluate the duration of the operation’s ef-

fect on the HB score. It had a significant effect. In 62.5% of

the patients with good HB grading, the duration of surgery

was less than 100 minutes. Also, 81.8% of the patients with

poor HB grades had an operation duration of more than 120

minutes. As the time of surgery decreases the facial paresis

grading improves (P<0.001).

It is good to notice that the surgeon’s expertise and skills are

also involved in this regard. We performed all the operations

with one sole skilled neurosurgeon to lower this kind of bias

(Tables 2 and 3).

3.6. Hemorrhage during operation

We measured Hemorrhage during the operation and per-

formed a simple t test and no significant effects were found

on facial paresis grading (P=0.574).

3.7. Intraoperative neuromonitoring

In 100% of the patients with intraoperative neuromonitor-

ing (case group), the HB level was evaluated as good. 68.8%

of the patients without neuromonitoring (control group) had

poor HB (P<0.001). Also, in 79.2% of patients with good HB,

intraoperative neuromonitoring was applied. In all patients

with poor HB, neuromonitoring was not used (P<0.001, Ta-

bles 4 and 5, Figure 1).

4. Discussion

Facial nerve function conservation is one of the main goals

of VS surgery because of its effect on the patient’s quality of

life (2,3,14). The advantages of using neuromonitoring intra-

operatively in vestibular schwannoma surgery is proven pre-

viously (2,15). Our results in Tehran, Shohada Tajrish Hos-

pital are quite consistent with the literature while we report

our 10-year experience in video-assisted intraoperative neu-

romonitoring in an Iranian tertiary neurosurgical center. Ini-

tial tumor size and the hemorrhage did not have any effect on

neuromonitoring and facial nerve function. Using intraop-

erative video-assisted neuromonitoring with a trained neu-

rophysiologist can reduce the duration of the operation and

can increase the HB score for facial nerve function. It can

help the surgeon increase the ratio of the gross total resection

of the tumor with preservation of the function of the seventh

cranial nerve (2).

Recent use of intraoperative nerve monitoring technologies

led to higher GTR rates and preservation of facial nerve func-

tion. If VS surgery is neuromonitoring assisted, the surgeon

can reach GTR with a higher calmness and self-esteem.

In surgical microscope monitoring along with the neu-

romonitoring method, a non-trained neurophysiologist (not

educated on anatomical basis) any alterations in SSEP re-
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duces the surgeon’s risk-taking in the resection of the tumor

because of possible cranial nerve injury. A trained neuro-

physiologist with access to the surgical site with the surgi-

cal microscope via microscope screen monitor can distin-

guish and indicate brain stem retraction signals, stimulation

of other nerves, and facial nerve injury impulses.

Here in this paper, we are going to discuss less-talked issues

in literature. One is the important role of the neuromonitor-

ing provider/technician in the surgery. It is believed that as

much as the surgeon’s interference regarding accuracy and

excellency of the neuromonitoring (due to education in neu-

roanatomy) is continuous, the better result of the surgery

is obtained. On the other hand, since the main responsi-

bility of the surgeon is to excel in performing the surgical

technique, we recommend neuromonitoring technician ed-

ucation based on nerve anatomy and physiology and also,

his/her observation of the surgical field via a monitor.

Our study was performed with the cooperation of a neuro-

physiologist with CPA anatomy education, the position of

cranial nerves, and their relationship with vestibular schwan-

noma. To evaluate the efficacy of trained neurophysiologists

in facial nerve monitoring, a comparison to the studies with

non-trained neuromonitoring technicians is needed. How-

ever, it is not ethical to use untrained neurophysiologists in

surgeries, comparison between two groups of untrained and

trained neurophysiologists is impossible.

We think it is good for the surgeon to comprehend the neu-

romonitoring and the wave patterns and alarming changes

in waves, etc., but we do not agree that the surgeon should

perform all the work for several reasons. First, if we assign

many tasks to one person, the performance efficacy could

decrease. Also, when the surgeon is busy performing the pre-

cise surgery, it would be hard to consider all the aspects of

various subjects and a moment of undesired neglect could

injure the nerve. We want to emphasize that no monitor-

ing is better than poor neuromonitoring.3 Some references

suggested vocal double checks of the neuromonitoring pat-

terns with the surgeon could be beneficial. This matter is

straight concerning efficient comprehension of neurosurgi-

cal anatomy and the process of ongoing surgery. Since the

anatomic place of the 5th and 7th cranial nerves is close, it is

important to that the technician be trained to distinguish the

two nerves and inform the surgeon. We suggest a real-time

video-assisted protocol of milestones in the surgery process

in which the surgeon could check the waves and also the

technician could stay updated during the surgery and tumor

debulking steps while the technician is fixed by the screen

of the neuromonitoring monitor and surgical microscope’s

monitor, both. Milestones of checking the tumor surface,

scan for split facial nerve, nerve sheath surroundings, ap-

proximating proximal and especially distal part of the nerve.

In the matter of tumor removal steps, we suggest debulking

the main tumor body, then the residual around the nerve

sheath which needs the most concentration, and continuous

neuromonitoring and multiple monitor checks by both sur-

geon and technician.

It is also important to note that during electrocautery, nerve

monitoring is disabled because of the production of high-

intensity electrical artifacts which can hide the EMG activ-

ity. So, the debulking procedure should progress slowly with

multiple checking.

With respect to operation duration, our surgeries were quite

short because of the surgeon’s expertise, in long surgeries of

CPA it has been suggested to involve more than one techni-

cian who can reposition on definite milestones and prevent

technician boredom and neglect from looking fixedly to the

monitor.

Intraoperative neuromonitoring for VS resection is in-

evitable. So, the profound knowledge of techniques and in-

terpretation of nerve monitoring in addition to a compre-

hensive understanding of neuroanatomy and the facial nerve

surroundings in VS surgery is needed to avoid poor neu-

romonitoring which is worse than no monitoring (3) and puts

patients at risk for morbidities (2). In 2012, Kircher and col-

leagues suggested that the operating surgeon should better

learn the technical and interpretive aspects of nerve moni-

toring to be able to provide real-time modification in surgery.

Since, during electrocautery, nerve monitoring is disabled

due to high-intensity electrical artifact production, which

can hide the EMG activity.

It is important to mention that the position of the cranial

nerves 7 and 8 in the auditory channel is approximate, which

is critical, especially in tumor resection of the distal part of

the tumor (intracanalicular). To have better results in nerve

preservation, we must avoid any delays in nerve recognition.

So, we recommend using cranial nerve 8 SSEP to predict cra-

nial nerve 7 MEP. We postulate since SSEP is more real-time;

MEP changes that need nerve stimulation can be recognized

faster.

Also, in some cases, cranial nerve 7 (facial nerve) is misin-

terpreted with cranial nerve 5 which misleads the surgeon

to have enough confidence to continue the resection. Some

cases with these issues are when the facial nerve is split,

mostly in large tumors. The narrow part of the facial nerve

is surrounded by the tumor and EMG signals misinterpret

with the Trigeminal nerve. The trigeminal nerve is responsi-

ble for the sensation of the face and injury to this nerve may

cause an interruption in touch, temperature, and a painful

feeling of the face. Using cranial nerve 8 SSEP to predict cra-

nial nerve 7 MEP would also be useful in this regard.
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5. Conclusion

The benefit of IONM in vestibular schwannoma surgery is to

increase anatomical nerve preservation rate and facial nerve

function outcome. The value of coordination of anatomically

trained neurophysiologists is to avoid and lower any delay

in nerve recognition which has more importance in complex

cases.
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